Recovery of olfactory behavior. II. Neonatal olfactory bulb transplants enhance the rate of behavioral recovery.
Previous experiments in this laboratory have shown that transplants of a fetal olfactory bulb into a neonatal rat are viable and that they establish connections with the olfactory peduncle and olfactory cortex. The focus of this experiment was to investigate the anatomical correlates of any behavioral recovery seen in rats that had one olfactory bulb removed along with an immediate transplant of a fetal olfactory bulb. Anatomical details, such as transplant organization and olfactory nerve repenetration patterns were analyzed using a variety of histological and immunohistochemical techniques. The rats in this experiment showed behavioral recovery of olfactory ability. The recovery rates observed in these animals were compared to two other groups of rats that this laboratory has shown to be behaviorally competent: normal rats and rats with neonatal ablations of the olfactory bulb but no transplant. Although the animals with transplants did not recover to completely normal levels of olfactory ability, they did start behavioral testing in a more behaviorally competent condition than rats with simple neonatal lesions. Anatomical analysis revealed that the transplanted olfactory bulb was heavily penetrated by incoming olfactory nerve fibers but olfactory nerve penetration was not limited to the transplanted olfactory bulb. The extra-bulbar host regions that were penetrated included the orbital frontal cortex and three olfaction-related areas; olfactory cortex, olfactory peduncle and the subependymal cell layer. The olfactory nerve penetration patterns observed beyond the transplant were essentially the same as those observed in rats with only neonatal lesions of the olfactory bulb. Thus, multiple pathways may have contributed to the recovery observed in the rats with olfactory bulb transplants.